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Tossups 
 
1. In one movie, this actor plays the meek Emma who competes for the services of the Candace 
Bergen-played Marion St. Claire. Jason Morris, played by Topher Grace, is shocked to learn that a 
character played by this actor works for a phone sex hotline in Valentine’s Day. This actor gets told about 
the marketing decisions that go into their (*) cerulean sweater in a movie where they play an intern to 
Miranda Priestly, the editor of Runway. This co-star of Kate Hudson in Bride Wars sang about “time gone by 
when hope was high and life worth living” as the prostitute mother of the orphan Cosette. For 10 points, name 
this actor who played Andy Sachs in The Devil Wears Prada and Fantine in the 2012 adaptation of Les 
Misérables. 
ANSWER: Anne Hathaway 
 
2. A painting by this artist was sold to the Met for a then record one million pounds in 1970 and depicts 
this artist’s moorish assistant. A light source illuminates a melon being carried by a young boy as well as 
a red pot holding the title foodstuff in this artist’s (*) Old Woman Frying Eggs. A row of lances appear 
behind a man in a pink sash being handed a silver key in a painting by this artist, who also painted a reclining 
goddess looking into a pink-ribboned mirror held up by Cupid. This artist of The Surrender Of Breda and the 
Rokeby Venus depicted themself at an enormous canvas in a painting whose title figures attend to a white-clad 
Infanta Margarita.  For 10 points, name this Spanish Golden Age painter of Las Meninas. 
ANSWER: Diego Velazquez 
 
3. A reaction that reduces this functional group was modified by Huang Minglong into a one-pot reaction 
and proceeds via a hydrazone intermediate. The Fukuyama coupling produces a molecule with this 
functional group from a thioester. Depending on acid or base sensitivity, this functional group can be 
reduced to an alkane using either the Wolff-Kishner or Clemmensen reductions. Ethylene glycol protects 
terminal instances of this functional group from reduction by (*) Grignard reagents. Two varieties of this 
functional group can be distinguished with Tollens’ reagent in the silver mirror test. For 10 points, name this 
functional group that consists of an oxygen atom double bonded to a carbon atom. 
ANSWER: carbonyl [accept ketone or aldehyde] 
 
4. During this event, a character asks a bookie “how’d my horse do?” and is told “he had to be shot.” One 
character fails to reconcile with their girlfriend during this event because the porch lighting makes them 
look hideous. A character “rains blows upon” a man that they fight for a doll before devising this event, 
and that character later tells their son that this event is not over (*) “until you pin me.”  Kruger is told “your 
company stinks” after the line “I got a lot of problems with you people” is uttered by Frank Costanza during this 
event. Because tinsel is distracting, the central symbol of this event is an aluminum pole. For 10 points, name 
this secular December 23 holiday “for the rest of us” from a 1997 episode of Seinfeld. 
ANSWER: Festivus 
 
5. This player was granted a trademark over Andrew Slayton, who they knew from playing varsity 
basketball at Palo Alto High School. In their first season, this player shared backup duties with Charlie 
Bell, Reggie Williams, and Acie Law before the Warriors waived them to make a bid for DeAndre 
Jordan. This player, who scored an NBA-record 134 points in their first five starts, made the All-Ivy 
League First Team twice while at (*) Harvard. After this player hit a game-winning three-pointer against the 
Raptors on Valentine’s Day 2012, Metta World Peace yelled a portmanteau describing the national craze over 
this player.  For 10 points, name this point guard who led the Knicks’ 2012 comeback during his namesake 
“insanity.” 
ANSWER: Jeremy Lin 



 
6. One character in this work cuts off their thumb when asked to do so by the man they consider their 
teacher. A character in this work eats poisoned food, but is subsequently bitten by venomous snakes, 
which neutralizes the poison. One character in this work wins a contest by shooting the eye of a fish on a 
spinning wheel. A charioteer in this work almost breaks the rules of war, but is stopped by the warrior 
whose chariot they drive. In this work (*), Karna is the child of the sun god. Before the Battle of Kurukshetra 
begins, an extended dialogue occurs about the concepts of duty and devotion. In this work, Arjuna is one of the 
Pandava brothers who fight their cousins, the Kauravas. This work includes the “Bhagavad Gita”. For 10 points, 
identify this Sanskrit epic poem, that is longer than the Ramayana. 
ANSWER: Mahabharata 
 
7. During one campaign, this person originally asked the question that inspired an attack ad concerning 
Willie Horton’s “weekend prison passes.” This politician introduced a bill that created the National 
Information Infrastructure. In this politician’s first presidential bid, they split ten southern primaries on 
Super Tuesday with Jesse Jackson before dropping out and supporting (*) Michael Dukakis. This politician 
behind the High Performance Computing Act of 1991 declined to run for president in an election where they 
succeeded Dan Quayle in his highest office.  For 10 points, name this former Vice President who lost the 2000 
presidential election to George W. Bush after a Florida recount. 
ANSWER: Al Gore, Jr. 
 
8. After describing the inhabitants of this location, the Captain of the Queen Mary is told “he’s been at 
the whiskey again.” A song about this location begins by describing “jellied gnats and drandyprats and 
earwigs cooked in slime.” This location is created from crocodile tongue crystals and later is pelted with 
hailstones by the weather-controlling cloud men. This structure emerges from (*) Sponge and Spiker’s 
backyard and is guided by 501 seagulls attached to silk ropes. This structure is picked apart by voracious 
children after it lands on the spire of the Empire State Building. For 10 points, name this thing that James Trotter 
lives inside of at the end of a Roald Dahl book about an oversized fruit. 
ANSWER: the Giant Peach 
 
9. This person’s work inspired the moratorium-achievement-moratorium-achievement cycle concept of 
James Marcia. The title figure of one of this person’s works rejects the role of “good son” by choosing the 
clergy over law in defiance of his father, and  later chooses to be the “great reformer” instead of the 
“good monk.” This author of (*) Young Man Luther theorized that a person’s final goal is to accept the sum of 
one’s life, a term he called ego integrity.  This psychologist theorized that people develop virtues like hope and 
fidelity through a series of “identity crises,” beginning in infancy with trust versus mistrust.  For 10 points, name 
this psychologist who modeled eight stages of psychosocial development. 
ANSWER: Erik Erikson 
 
10. This group sampled themselves on songs like “The School of Old” from their 2001 album Crown 
Royal. This group changed the lyrics of a 1968 Monkees song to rhyme “I need your huggin’” and “why 
you buggin?” This group’s first single observes “unemployment at a record high” and asks about the 
“last time love bought your clothes.” In 1997, Jason Nevins remixed that song by this group, which notes 
(*) “and that’s the way it is” after the title observation. Penn and Teller star in a music video where this group 
discusses how to “rock a rhyme that’s right on time.” This group rapped about taking “a big chance at the high 
school dance with a lady who was ready to play” in a 1986 Aerosmith cover. For 10 points, name this hip hop 
group behind “It’s Tricky” and “Walk This Way.”  
ANSWER: Run DMC 
 
11. WARNING: Description acceptable. 
This scene is the most famous recreation of the short film What Happened On Twenty-third Street in a 
certain city. This scene precedes a discussion about the virtues of Dazzledent toothpaste and a commercial 



shoot the next day. After fans swarmed the Trans-Lux 52nd Street Theatre during the shooting of this 
scene, Billy Wilder had to reshoot it in California. In the 1985 movie Insignifiance, fans ogle the Theresa 
Russell-played central actor of this scene as their husband “the ballplayer” watches uncomfortably. In 
this scene, “The Girl” asks Richard Sherman (*) “isn’t it delicious?” after noticing “the breeze from the 
subway.” For 10 points, name this scene from The Seven Year Itch where wind from a grate interacts with 
Marilyn Monroe’s clothing. 
ANSWER: The wind blowing Marilyn Monroe’s dress in the air in The Seven Year Itch [not all parts are 
necessary, accept any reasonable description that demonstrates that they know what they’re talking about] 
 
12. A 2012 study showed that a mineral with this metal in it, Bassanite, was a precursor to more common 
minerals made with this metal. The minerals with high crystallization temperatures found in the 
discontinuous branch of Bowen’s reaction series are plagioclases that rich in this metal. This is the 
primary metal found in rocks that are dissolved to produce (*) Karst topographies. Both the scientific and 
common usage of the word “Alabaster” refers to a rock with this metal, but the common term actually refers to 
Travertine. This metal’s hydrated sulfate is found in gypsum and whose carbonate is found in limestone. For 10 
points, name this metal found in minerals that makes bones and teeth strong. 
ANSWER: Calcium 
 
13. One poet from this country described “dolls and the devotion to their plastic mouths” in a poem that 
notes “the oarlocks stick and are rusty.” Another poet from this country described “an oh of pain” in 
“Aunt Consuelo’s voice” in one poem and how losing “two cities...a river, a continent...wasn’t a disaster” 
in another. The authors of The Awful Rowing Toward God and the poems “In The Waiting Room” and (*) 
“One Art” were born in this country.  Another poet from this country described “mourners to and fro” who “kept 
treading” during a “funeral in my brain” and wrote a poem about a carriage that “held but ourselves and 
immortality.” For 10 points, name this home country of Anne Sexton, Elizabeth Bishop, and Emily Dickinson. 
ANSWER: The United States Of America [or equivalents] 
 
14. One of these athletes names a move that involves slamming one’s hips against a piece of equipment 
then “sitting” on top of another. A video review on behalf of one of these athletes at the 2012 Olympics 
denied Romania’s Catalina Ponor a bronze medal. In 2017, Valeri Liukin took over for a longtime 
coordinator of these athletes, Marta Karolyi. The (*) “Magnificent Seven” won a 1996 team Olympic gold 
medal after one of these athletes competed with a sprained ankle. The  “Fierce Five” and “Final Five” are teams 
of these athletes that won a pair of team Olympic gold medals for Aly Raisman.  For 10 points, name these 
athletes that include 14-time World Championship medallist Simone Biles and the “unimpressed” McKayla 
Maroney. 
ANSWER: gymnasts from the United States [accept more specific answers that include both the United States 
and any specific gymnastics event, prompt on partial answers] 
 
15. The Midrash describes the location where this person is first introduced, Nahal Sorek, as a “fruitless 
tree.” One theory argues that the money Micah uses to build an idol is the same 1,100 silver pieces earlier 
given to this person. Scholars often cite this person’s story as the foremost cautionary tale against 
marrying foreigners. This person asks (*) “how can you say ‘I love you’ when you won’t confide in me’ after 
unsuccessfully using undried bowstrings then new ropes to subdue a man. This Philistine then breaks that man’s 
Nazirite vow by taking a razor to his head.  For 10 points, name this woman from the book of Judges who uses a 
haircut to sap Samson’s strength. 
ANSWER: Delilah 
 
16. One of these places inspired the location where asylum warden Worth’s ghost haunts Basil and his 
employees in Grady Hendrix’s book Horrorstör [horror-store]. James Melville discovers that their wife 
Candice is cheating on them in the first episode of a 2009 soap opera shot covertly at one of these places. 
This company used the website unboring.com in a campaign that included a 2002 Spike Jonze 



commercial about an (*) abandoned lamp. Between 1979 and 2009, this company sold 41 million units of a 
bookcase named for Billy Liljedahl. In 2016, this company sold $1.6 billion in food like lingonberry jam and its 
signature meatballs. For 10 points, the blue and yellow Frakta shopping bag can be found at what Swedish 
furniture store? 
ANSWER: Ikea [accept Orsk, the Ikea-like store from the first clue] 
 
17. In a 2005 book, historian Michael Babcock challenged the traditional account of this husband of 
Ildico’s death. This leader’s brother once had a full suit of armor fashioned for the Moorish dwarf Zerco. 
The Gepid King Ardaric defeated this leader’s son at Nedao. One of this leader’s campaigns began after 
they interpreted the sending of (*) Honoria’s engagement ring as a marriage proposal. That campaign was 
halted by a man that this leader was slave swapped for as a child, Flavius Aetius. According to Priscus, this loser 
at Chalons died at their wedding feast of a severe nosebleed.  For 10 points, name this brother of Bleda and 
“Scourge Of God,” a 5th century Hunnic ruler. 
ANSWER: Attila The Hun 
 
18. In 2017, this company was investigated due to its use of the Greyball technology to evade government 
oversight. On July 4th weekend 2014, New York company Blade launched a partnership with this 
company. Jason Dalton was caught partly because they continued to work for this company after 
committing the 2016 Kalamazoo shooting. A blog post detailing engineer (*) Susan Fowler’s experience 
with sexual harassment at this company led to the 2017 resignation of CEO Travis Kalanick. After President 
Trump issued the Muslim Travel Ban, this company was criticized for not standing in solidarity with New York 
City taxi workers to halt service at JFK airport. For 10 points, name this competitor to Lyft, an app-based 
transportation service. 
ANSWER: Uber Technologies, Inc. 
 
19. One boss in this game gains abilities like static shock and diffusion chain while standing near four 
conduits on his throne; that boss is the Thunder King Lei Shen. This game introduced a three-player 
“scenarios” mode in its fourth expansion, which later included the Siege Of Orgrimmar plotline. The 
dragon Deathwing’s escape from Deepholm and his eventual defeat by Alexstrasza form the backdrop for 
this game’s third expansion (*) Cataclysm. It’s not a card game, but the rogue Valeera and the priest Anduin 
from this non-real time strategy game are playable heroes in the spinoff game Hearthstone. For 10 points, name 
this game whose expansions include 2018s Battle For Azeroth, a Blizzard MMORPG. 
ANSWER: World Of Warcraft [or WoW, antiprompt on “Warlords Of Draenor,” “Mists Of Pandaria,” or 
“Cataclysm” before mentioned, do not accept or prompt on “Warcraft,” “Warcraft II,” or “Warcraft III”]  
 
20. A singer with this first name had a hit that begins “I could lose my heart tonight/if you don’t turn and 
walk away.” The 2014 album For You is by a singer with this first name and includes a remix of a song 
that predicts “a monsoon when you get back to me.” That singer with this first name also covered “Bidi 
Bidi Bom Bom,” which a singer with this first name originally recorded a year before a fatal encounter 
with (*) Yolanda Saldívar. “Dreaming Of You” was a posthumous 1995 hit by a singer with this first name, the 
namesake of a singer who sang “I keep hitting repeat-peat-peat-peat-peat-peat” with their band The Scene. For 
10 points, give this shared first name of the Queen Of Tejano and “Love You Like A Love Song” singer Gomez. 
ANSWER: Selena [accept Selena Quintanilla-Perez or Selena Gomez]  



1. This person’s birthday, May 12, is National Nurses Day.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this “Lady With The Lamp,” a Crimean war nurse credited with modernizing the field of nursing. 
ANSWER: Florence Nightingale 
[10] Florence’s work at Scutari Barracks in 1854 coincided with an outbreak of cholera in London, which this 
physician traced to a well on Broad Street. 
ANSWER: John Snow 
[10] While working at Scutari, Nightingale was visited by this British-Jamaican woman. This woman was 
travelling to Balaclava, where they would open a boarding house for sick soldiers, the British Hotel. 
ANSWER: Mary Seacole 
 
2. A character in this profession buys a can of pineapple that expires one month after a breakup while another 
falls for an employee at Midnight Express. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this profession of Takeshi Kaneshiro and Tony Leung’s characters in Wong Kar Wai’s Chungking 
Express. 
ANSWER: police officers 
[10] This other actor played a cop named Ka Kui in the Police Story series. This actor also played Ma Hon, a 
police officer who comes to New York for a wedding, in 1995’s Rumble In The Bronx. 
ANSWER: Jackie Chan [or Chan Kong-sang] 
[10] Both Wong Kar Wai and Jackie Chan were stars in this polity’s Cantonese film industry. Fruit Chan’s The 
Longest Summer is a trilogy of movies about this polity’s 1997 handover. 
ANSWER: Hong Kong 
 
3. One of these items began a chain that included a fish pen, a truck, and a role in the movie Donna On Demand. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this red object that Kyle MacDonald traded up to a two-story farmhouse in a namesake 2005 blog. 
ANSWER: one red paperclip 
[10] The player assumes the role of the title AI in 2017s Universal Paperclips, a game in this genre. Players can 
earn “mooney” in a 2010 Ian Bogost game in this genre based on cows. 
ANSWER: incremental games [or idle games or clicker games] 
[10] “It looks like you’re writing a letter” is a line spoken by Clippy, a paperclip mascot for this Microsoft 
business software package. Its applications include Powerpoint and Access. 
ANSWER: Microsoft Office [antiprompt on individual Office applications like “Excel,” “Word.” etc.] 
 
4. In one adaptation, the orisha Eshu crashes this character’s daughter’s engagement. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this prince from The Tempest who is reimagined as the white owner of the slave Caliban in that 1959 
adaptation. 
ANSWER: Prospero 
[10] Une Tempête is a play by Aimé Césaire, from this 20th century Pan-African literary movement. Césaire 
founded this movement with Léon Damas and future Senegalese President Léopold Senghor. 
ANSWER: Négritude 
[10] After Prospero rejects Caliban’s cries of “uhuru,” Caliban demands to be called this name that evokes a 
civil rights leader. 
ANSWER: X 
 
5. Grace Slick is the only member of this band and its classic predecessor. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this final iteration of the psychedelic rock band Jefferson Airplane. This band with a one word name 
had three #1 hits including 1987’s “Nothing’s Gonna Stop Us Now.” 
ANSWER: Starship 
[10] In Starship’s first #1 hit, they claim to have built a city on this entity. In their biggest hit with the 
Blackharts, Joan Jett declares that “I love” this genre of music. 
ANSWER: Rock and Roll [prompt on partial answers] 



[10] Starship’s only other #1 hit is this song about Mickey Thomas’ wife. In this song, Thomas tells the title 
figure that “storms are brewing in your eyes” and “no time is a good time for goodbyes.” 
ANSWER: “Sara” 
 
6. The 2014 iteration of this event saw a South Korean team beat Illinois’ Jackie Robinson West. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this annual baseball event held in South Williamsport, Pennsylvania for players aged 11-13. 
ANSWER: Little League World Series [or LLWS]  
[10] The story of the 2014 Little League World Series was this female pitcher for Pennsylvania, whose 4-0 
victory over Tennessee was the first ever shutout recorded by a female. 
ANSWER: Mo’ne Davis 
[10] Phillies GM Ruben Amaro compared Davis’ high velocity pitching to this six time All Star closer. In 2007, 
this pitcher struck out Seth Smith to complete a Red Sox World Series sweep. 
ANSWER: Jonathan Papelbon 
 
7. Answer the following questions about the Wu experiment for 10 points each. 
[10] The experiment looked at cobalt-60 atoms undergoing the minus type of this decay. In this process of 
decay, the atomic number of an atom increases or decreases by one. 
ANSWER: beta decay 
[10] The experiment showed that this property was not conserved in weak force interactions, since changing the 
direction of the magnetic field affected the distribution of beta radiation, but not of gamma radiation. 
ANSWER: parity 
[10] The Wu experiment resolved this problem, in which identical kaons could be observed decaying into either 
two or three pions, violating the conservation of parity. 
ANSWER: tau-theta puzzle/problem 
 
8. The Zebu was introduced to this country by Bantu migrants travelling east over the Mozambique channel. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this island nation and biodiversity hotspot governed from Antananarivo. 
ANSWER: Madagascar 
[10] Protected sites in Madagascar include a dirt road in Menabe province lined with these trees. Six species of 
these trees, including the gigantic Grandidier, are endemic to Madagascar. 
ANSWER: baobab trees [or renala] 
[10] The Grandidier baobab is known as renala in this language, which along with French are the two national 
languages of Madagascar. 
ANSWER: Malagasy 
 
9. Answer some questions about Evo Moment 37, or the “Daigo parry,” for 10 points each. 
[10] The moment occurred at the 2004 Evo eSports tournament in 3rd Strike, a game in this fighting series. 
Daigo, playing Ken, parried 17 hits from Justin Wong’s Chun-Li on one pixel of health. 
ANSWER: Street Fighter 
[10] After defeating Justin, Daigo lost the grand final to Kenji Obata playing this character. This fighter debuted 
as a single character with their twin brother Yang, but the two were split off in later games. 
ANSWER: Yun Lee [not “Yin,” ask them to spell it if you have to] 
[10] In 2017, Daigo switched from Ryu to this classic American character in Street Fighter V. This friend of 
Charlie with a signature “sonic boom” attack was played by Jean Claude Van Damme in the 1997 Street Fighter 
movie. 
ANSWER: Guile [or Gairu] 
 
10. The arrival of this person’s lover Naoise [noy-sha] was foretold when they saw a raven descend onto 
blood-stained snow. For 10 points each: 



[10] Name this tragic woman that Cathbad prophesied would be the most beautiful woman in the world. 
ANSWER: Deirdre 
[10] Naoise was the nephew of this king. This king hid a young Deirdre away with the sorceress Leabharcham 
so that they could marry them when they came of age. 
ANSWER: Conchobar Mac Nessa 
[10] Deirdre appears in the Ulster Cycle, one of the four main books of this country’s mythology. 
ANSWER: Ireland 
 
11. Characters on this show include the track star twins Sky and Jazz Forster, played by YouTubers Chloe x 
Halle [“Chloe and Halle”]. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 2018 spinoff show that follows Yara Shahidi’s character Zoe Johnson as they attend college. 
ANSWER: Grown·ish 
[10] Grown·ish is a spinoff of this Kenya Barris show about an African-American family. Anthony Anderson 
earned three primetime Emmy nominations for their portrayal of patriarch Dre Johnson on this show. 
ANSWER: Black·ish 
[10] Larry Wilmore, an executive producer of Grown·ish, also co-created this HBO series with Issa Rae. This 
show about two women in their late 20s is based on Rae’s web series Awkward Black Girl. 
ANSWER: Insecure 
 
12. This object is possessed by a demon summoned by John Form’s cultist daughter. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this doll that haunts the Perron family in 2013s The Conjuring. The story of this doll is told in 
namesake 2014 and 2017 prequels. 
ANSWER: Annabelle 
[10] Perhaps the most famous creepy doll is this central character of the Child’s Play movies. This doll marries 
and has a child with the Jennifer Tilly-played Tiffany in movies titled for the “Bride” and “Seed” of this 
character. 
ANSWER: Chucky 
[10] While not possessed, this puppet serves as a conduit for the Jigsaw killer in the Saw movies. Sometimes 
seen riding a bicycle, this doll’s signature line is “do you want to play a game?” 
ANSWER: Billy the puppet 
 
13. A man encounters these foes on his way to the Pass of Lapicé.  For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these giant adversaries that break a man’s lance before the sorcerer Frestón transforms them to deny 
that man a sense of victory. 
ANSWER: the windmills from Don Quixote 
[10] After tilting at windmills, Don Quixote rests under a tree and dreams of this “sweet” woman from El 
Toboso. 
ANSWER: Dulcinea del Toboso 
[10] Don Quixote is a novel by this Spanish author of Exemplary Novels. 
ANSWER: Miguel De Cervantes 
 
14. The 2017 iteration of this event was decided in a test where a Steve Smith-led side declared their first 
innings after 662 runs. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this biennial event whose name is derived from a headline declaring a Commonwealth country’s 
1882 victory the death of English cricket. 
ANSWER: The Ashes 
[10] The Ashes urn is displayed at this cricket ground at St. John’s Wood in London. This “home of cricket” 
also hosts the MCC museum, the oldest sports museum in the world. 
ANSWER: Lord’s Cricket Ground 
[10] England and Australia also contest a tournament called The Ashes in the “league” version of this sport. 
That version of this sport is played with 13 players a side, two less than its “union” variety. 



ANSWER: rugby 
 
15. These rulers were advised by the Gbara according to their constitution, the Kouroukan Fouga. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name these rulers that included the insane Khalifa Keita, who allegedly shot arrows at random people from 
his palace. 
ANSWER: Mansas of Mali [prompt on “King” or equivalents] 
[10] The most famous Mansa of Mali was undoubtedly this man, whose lavish 1324 Hajj is said to have 
devalued the price of gold in Africa. 
ANSWER: Mansa Musa I 
[10] Morroco eventually crushed the Mali empire at this battle named for the location of a mosque built by 
Kunburu in the 13th century. 
ANSWER: battle of Djenné 
 
16. This concept first appeared in “The Rule,” a 1985 strip of the comic Dykes To Watch Out For. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this test, now named for the strip’s author, that leads one character to state “last movie I was able to 
see was Alien.” 
ANSWER: the Bechdel Test [or Bechdel-Wallace Test] 
[10] To pass the Bechdel Test, a movie needs two characters of this type talking about something other than 
certain characters not of this type. Some versions require those characters of this type to have names. 
ANSWER: women [accept equivalents] 
[10] Alison Bechdel also wrote this 2006 graphic novel about their struggle with their sexual identity and 
relationship with their father Bruce. An adaptation of this work won Best Musical at the 2015 Tonys. 
ANSWER: Fun Home 
 
17. This work posits that men, as “the self,” objectify the title group as “the other.” For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this work of feminist philosophy by Simone De Beauvoir. This work’s second book famously begins 
by asserting that “one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman.” 
ANSWER: The Second Sex [or Le Dexuième Sexe] 
[10] Beauvoir distinguishes the “self” and “other” from this construct in Hegel’s Phenomenology Of Spirit. 
Unlike in this construct, there is no death struggle resulting in subjugation between the self and other. 
ANSWER: the master-slave dialectic [or “herrschaft und knechtschaft”] 
[10] The Second Sex also explores how men confine women to this role of inward self-immersion. Beauvoir 
argues that humans require both this role and outward transcendence, but only men are allowed to achieve the 
latter. 
ANSWER: immanence <ADR, Ed. AF> 
 
18. This instrument is sometimes used in place of the xylophone to represent Tamino’s bells in The Magic Flute. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this keyboard instrument. In 1936, Paul Sacher commissioned Bela Bartok’s Music For Strings, 
Percussion, and [this instrument]. 
ANSWER: celesta 
[10] Perhaps the most famous use of the celesta is the “dance of” this character from The Nutcracker. The piece 
is the third movement of a pas de deux between a Prince and this ruler of the land of sweets. 
ANSWER: “Dance Of The Sugar Plum Fairy” 
[10] A celesta solo appears in “On The Trail,” the third movement of this composer’s Grand Canyon Suite. 
ANSWER: Ferde Grofé 
 
19. In this song, the singers have a “brand new Chevy with a lift kick” that would “look a hell of a lot better with 
you up in it.” For 10 points each: 



[10] Name this 2012 country crossover hit whose chorus notes “Baby you a song/you make me wanna roll my 
windows down and” do the title action. 
ANSWER: “Cruise” 
[10] The remix of Florida Georgia Line’s “Cruise” featured this rapper. A woman notes “I am getting so hot” 
after being asked to “take off all your clothes” in this rapper’s 2002 hit “Hot In Herre.” 
ANSWER: Nelly [or Cornell Haynes, Jr.] 
[10] Florida Georgia Line’s 2016 album Dig Your Roots includes this #1 country hit. In this song, the group 
states “you’re” the title attribute and “I’m high on loving you.” 
ANSWER: H.O.L.Y. 
 
20. The Sleeping Beauty system uses one of these elements to artificially induce new traits in vertebrates.  For 
10 points each: 
[10] Name these sequences of DNA that can reposition themselves, or “jump,” within a genome. 
ANSWER: transposons [or transposable elements] 
[10] Transposons were first discovered by Barbara McClintock in self-pollinated specimens of this staple crop. 
ANSWER: maize [or Zea mays or corn] 
[10] A transposon called the P element causes hybrid dysgenesis in these animals. Research into the circadian 
rhythm of these animals won Hall, Rosbach, and Young the 2017 Nobel in medicine. 
ANSWER: Drosophila melanogaster [or Drosophila melanogaster, or fruit fly] 
 
 


